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! ; 17 13 c (,)M !,I 1. 'l!"C t:: E ON DE F EN s E r GROWTH ON CONTRACTS FOR NAVY 
IIOIJS t: COMM IT',l'XJ!Z ON ARPROPRL4TIOMS SHIP OVERHAULS 

II I G I3 S T ._. ._ - .."# ..- I_ 

The !Javy spends about $1300 million a year con- 
tracting for private sector overhauls of auxil- 
idry, amphibious, and less intricate surface 
combatant ships. With growing public concern 
over the readiness of our naval fleet, the 
Congress has increasingly scrutinized ship 
overhaul activities. The Congress is concerned 
that the Navy is wasting fiscal resources by not 
effectively definitizing overhaul work to be 
contracted. 

The Subcommittee on Defense, House Committee on 
Appropriations, requested that GAO examine 
(1) the effectiveness of the Vavy’s procedures 
for developing contract overhaul work packages 
and (2) the potential for Navy initiatives to 
improve overhaul contracting. 

Overhaul improvement programs and management 
initiatives already started by the Navy are 
having some effect on reducing schedule delays 
and cost growth. The lPJavy is further stressing 
its improvement programs by placing a flag re- 
view board over these initiatives. (See pa 11.) 

However f missed completion dates and cost growth 
continue to plague the Navy in getting ships 
overhauled under contract with private shipyards. 
On the basis of an analysis of overhauls started 
for the 3 years ending ,January 1980, GAO found 
that overhauls were delayed an average of 64 days 
(see p* 5) and that contract cost growth over the 
award price was averaIling about 62 percent for 
frigates, 55 percent for auxiliary shipsI and 29 
I)(:?rcc?nt for amphibious si?ips (see p. 7). 

Contract cost qrowth is of special concern 
h~?CC~IIp;C! con t rat t ar14 i b: ivcs are priced based on 
j.;r') l.r-$-~r>i~~,-c:+~ negotiation blith the enterprise 
i.llJiirdF!d the has ic: COntract. IJnder these condi- 
ti.0n:;, the 'Javy is at a great disadvantage in 
t_r)finly tr, assure that the best price is being 
rliqot i.atf2rI w.i th the contractor. (See p. 7.) 
T$‘lI r t: t-lc rr!c)rC , contract changes often contribute 
to OVf-1 t:ha:11 (391. a\lrFi . 
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GAO's analysis of contract cost growth suggests 
that the bulk of the: Navy's problem is *+Jith de- 
veloping,work packages for repairs, maintenance, 
and minor modifications (see p. 3). GAO believes 
that key reasons for this problem are: 

--The Navy's work package development and con- 
tract administration systems are complex and 
managerial responsibility and expertise are 
diffused. 

--The Navy is using contracting techniques which 
are not well suited to achieving quality over- 
hauls on time and at minimum cost. 

NEED FOR CONCENTRATED .-I-_- ._...." _- .--" I._ -.----"---- 
OVERfIAUL MANAGEMENT 

The Navy's planning and management system for 
private sector overhauls is fragmented, with 
many organizations involved in the coordination 
and decisionmaking processes. No single entity 
seems to have the expertise or the managerial 
responsibility for ensuring that private sector 
overhauls are effective (see ch. 3). As such, 
there follow such questions as: 

--Who can ensure that work specifications 
packages are accurate and complete? 

--Who is in a position to make timely and 
informed decisions on proposed changes 
to contracts? 

--Who can ensure that work is of a required 
rluality? 

--Who has sufficient visibility to provide 
reliable feedback on a ship's overhaul? 

--Who has the knowledge to put maintenance 
recluirements into the perspective of a 
ship's total maintenance program and 
control costs by including in the work 
specifications package only work that 
must be done by a shipyard? 

These arc some of the key issues the Yavy must 
deal with if: it is to consistently achieve 
effective overhauls. 
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II? c,ontrast, the Military Sealift Command and com- 
rncrcial carriers essentially use a single individ- 
1111 I-- a port engineer --to manage and coordinate the 
pltlnning and accomplishment of ship overhauls. 

The Navy recognizes that a key difference between 
i t s overhaul management methods and other shippers' 
rnc thods is in the centralization of authority and 
responsibility in a port engineer. As a result, 
it is testing the use of port engineers. The Navy 
believes that significant benefits to its overhaul 
management program could result from these tests. 
However, the port engineer concept will not be 
fully implemented or evaluated for some time. (See 
ch. 3 and app. I.) 

Despite the Navy's apparent positive opinion of 
the port engineer's concept and the commercial 
carriers' and Military Sealift Command's success 
with the concept, the Navy seems to be proceeding 
with the concept slowly. 

--The concept is being tested only with combat 
stores ships. 

--The port engineer's duties in the test are 
being assigned in an evolutionary process. 

--The concept is being tested as one element 
in a test of various commercial concepts. 

As a result, the timing and the ultimate scope 
of port engineer application are uncertain. 
(See ch. 3 and app. I.) GAO believes that the 
port engineer concept provides for significant 
improvements in overhaul effectiveness by con- 
centrating expertise and overhaul responsibil- 
ity. Accordingly, GAO believes that the Navy 
should aggressively pursue application of the 
concept throughout the surface fleet. 

KECOMMENDATION .-_ --- -.-..__ -._-l-_l- 
c; no * therefore, recommends that the Secretary 
of Defense direct the Navy to intensify ship 
maintenance management by concentrating mainte- 
nance expertise and overhaul responsibilities 
in managers similar to port engineers. Port 
engineers' responsibilities should include: 

--Developing and sustaining technical expertise 
and knowledge of a ship's characteristics, 
design, and ongoing material condition. 
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--Making decisions on the scope and need for 
overhaul contract changes to sustain overhaul 
cost effectiveness. 

--Managing the planning and development of cost- 
effective work packages. 

--Providing feedback on problems encountered 
during overhauls and lessons learned for 
future consideration. 

NEED FOR ALTERNATIVE 
CONTRACTING TECHNIQUES 

The traditional Navy formal advertising con- 
tracting methodology used with ship overhauls 
tends to inhibit overhaul effectiveness. This 
is because it 

--does not sufficiently foster developing and 
sustaining contractor expertise; 

--causes unstable workloads which, in turn, 
creates work force turbulence; 

--has an inherent conflict between awarding the 
contract early and ensuring work packages are 
as complete as possible; 

--provides insufficient Navy visibility over 
costs; and 

--fosters an adverse relationship between 
the Navy and contractors. (See p. 33.1 

To improve overhaul effectiveness, the Navy has 
instigated numerous tests of alternatives. Among 
these is a request for proposal approach which 
may enable the Navy to improve the selection of 
contractors. The award would be based on an 
analysis of how the contractor plans to accomplish 
the overhaul as well as a price. (See p. 37.) 

Success of the Navy’s advertising methodology is 
contingent on how well the Navy defines the work 
to be done. GAO believes that workload definition 
can be significantly improved through the use of 
overhaul management techniques as discussed in 
this report. Even so, contracting may be further 
improved by using such approaches as alternative 
bids and multiship awards. (See ch. 4.) 
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AGENCY COMMENTS -.-. I. _ .* - - _ * .---*--.-- 

In early December 1981, GAO met with representa- 
tives of the Navy to discuss the report’s contents. 
The Navy considered it a fair representation of the’ 
facts and concurred with the basic conclusions and 
recommendat ions. 
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CHAPTER 1_ 

INTRODUCTION --- ---- 

The Navy has an active fleet of about 445 ships which period- 
ic;illy re(luire overhaul. In fiscal year 1980, the Navy spent $3 
hi 1.1 ir)n for overhauls, which were comprised of ship repairs and 
,1.1. ti b l.nt.ion:; . About 73 percent of these funds, or $2.2 billion, 
WC"I1 t for overhaul at naval or public shipyards, while 27 percent, 
or $0.8 billion, went for contract overhauls at private shipyards. 

The lJavy uses its public shipyards to overhaul the more com- 
plex ships which include submarines, aircraft carriers, cruisers, 
guided missile destroyers, and frigates. The public yards have 
been overhauling about 35 ships annually. In contrast, the Navy 
has contracted about 44 overhauls a year with private industry. 
These overhauls generally involve the less complex ships, such as 
auxiliary and amphibious ships, and some of the less intricate sur- 
face warships. The private sector, however, is now being tasked 
to overhaul more complex surface warships than previously because 
(1) there are relatively more of these ships and (2) public ship- 
yard resources constrain the shipyards' ability to meet the total 
requirement. 

With growing public concern over the readiness of the naval 
fleet, the Congress has increasingly scrutinized ship overhaul 
activities. The Subcommittee on Defense, House Committee on 
Appropriations, is concerned that the Navy is wasting fiscal 
resources by not effectively definitizing overhaul work to be 
contracted. It pointed out that, on the basis of 1978 data, ne- 
gotiated contract cost increases for work changes amounted to as 
much as 148 percent of the basic contract. For example, a 1976 
contract overhaul of the U.S.S. Spieqel Grove, an amphibious ship, 
increased in cost from an initial contract of $8 million to almost 
$20 million before the overhaul was completed. Such work changes 
are not priced on the basis of competition, and therefore, the 
Navy may not be getting the best price. 

Also, the Subcommittees on Seapower and Strategic and Criti- 
cal Platerials and on Readiness, House Committee on Armed Serv- 
ices, have expressed alarm over private sector overhaul quality 
and timeliness. In April 1981, they held hearings with private 
industry and the Navy to identify problem areas. 

:In 1959, we reported that increased ship overhaul costs re- 
sulted from laxity of controls over supplemental work. L! Since 
that time the Navy has repeatedly testified that initiatives are 

l/"Review of Ship Overhaul Contracting Activities Administered by 
Industrial Managers; Bureau of Ships, Department of the Xavy" 
B-133170, June 1953. 
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underway which are intended to improve overhauls. Yet, the 
problems with overhauls continue today. 

On September 22, 1980, the Chairman, Subcommittee on Defensn, 
House Committee on Appropriations, asked us to exariine Clj the 
effectiveness of the Navy’s procedures for developing contract 
overhaul work packages and (2) the potential for Navy initiatives 
to improve overhaul contracting. 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY ---......-m 

Our objectives were to 

--identify the factors which contribute to cost-effective 
overhauls: 

--assess the extent these factors exist in the total con- 
tract overhaul system, both inside and outside the Navy; 

--examine alternatives which could enable the Navy to 
achieve more effective overhauls: 

--evaluate the Navy's system for developing contract work 
packages; and 

--assess the Navy's ship overhaul improvement programs. 

Our review included the key Navy organizations in the con- 
tract overhaul process, the Chief of Naval Operations, the Naval 
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA), and the Pacific and Atlantic 
Fleets. We also contacted representatives from the U.S. Coast 
Guard, Military Sealift Command (MSC), commercial shipping com- 
panies, private shipyards, and industry. 

Our review was performed in accordance with our current 
standards for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, 
Activities, and Functions." We examined the Navy's processes and 
internal controls over the development, approval, and administra- 
tion of the contract work packages. This involved interviewing 
responsible agency and industry officials, analyzing the Navy's 
contract overhaul system, and examining and testing Navy data on 
113 contract overhauls completed since fiscal year 1977. A key 
part of our review was our detailed examination of overhaul con- 
tracts and related documents for auxiliary and amphibious ships. 
The Navy's predominate experience with contracting overhauls, 
until recently, has been with these types of ships which account 
for about 45 percent of the surface fleet. 
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CHAPTER 2 

NEED FOR A SYSTEM-WIDE FOCUS I --"".."---------l-_l.-- .__-____._- _ 

ON OVERHAUL IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES I---------- 

Missed completion dates and cost growth continue to plague 
the Navy in getting ships overhauled under contract with private 
r;hipy;3rcls a These conditions waste fiscal resources and degrade 
It:lect readiness by not providing fully serviceable ships when 
needed . 

The Navy has recognized there are problems with overhauls in 
the private sector1 and it has instituted overhaul improvement 
programs to manage initiatives for dealing with these problems. 
While there are indications of improvements, the improvement 
initiatives have lacked the cohesiveness and commitment necessary 
to bring about the significant improvements possible. If the 
initiatives are to be more effective, they must have high-level 
support and direction toward systemwide improvement objectives. 
Recentlyr the Navy established a high-level initiatives review 
board to foster more effectiveness in initiatives. This is a 
step in the right direction. 

ACHIEVING AN EFFECTIVE ..ll. - -" -... _ --_-I.._..--- mm-- 
OVERIIAIJL, ._I -*-- ._--- 

To the Navy, a satisfactory ship overhaul is one that is 
completed on schedule, returns a ship to a condition which allows 
it to reliably perform its assigned missions until the next 
scheduled repair period, and is performed within projected cost. 
Staying within the projected cost, however, does not assure that 
the overhaul will be cost-effective. This is because Navy cost 
projections include historical contract growth which has tended 
to recluce contract efficiency. The Navy recognizes that a more 
tlcsiral~1.e objective is to achieve ontime, satisfactory overhauls 
at: minimum cost. 

The following steps are necessary to ensure an effective 
ov~~rhaul. 

--First, the Navy must identify essential repairs, mainte- 
nance, or alterations that must be done at and by a 
r;hipyartl l 

--Then I the Navy must translate the identified work into 
clear and accurate speciEications in a work package which 
will be the basis for the overhaul contract. 

--Then, the Navy must award the contract to a private ship- 
yard which can economically perform a quality overhaul on 
schedule. 
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--During the overhaul, as unforeseeable work requirements 
arise, the Navy must quickly decide the appropriate action 
to minimize costsr delays, and disruption claims by the 
contractor. It must also examine the work completed to 
ensure that contract specifications have been met. 

--After the overhaul, the Navy should summarize the overhaul 
and identify key lessons learned for recognition in plan- 
ning future overhauls. 

THE NAVY IS HAVING DIFFICULTY ~--- I ..-..- I_-. 
ACHIEVING EFFECTIVE OVERHAULS -_ - -- 

Analysis of Navy data on 113 ships overhauled under contract, 
with completions from October 1977 through February 1981, revealed 
that the Navy continues to have problems with timeliness, work 
package development, and cost growth. There are, however, indica- 
tions of improvement with some ship classes. 

Overhauls are completed 
2 months late 

During April 1981 House Committee on Armed Services hearings, 
the Navy testified that during the 2 years ending March 1981, the 
average delay for overhauls in private shipyards was about 61 days. 
Our analysis revealed an average delay of about 1.9 months, or 57 
days, for the 113 ships. Without counting the less time intensive 
minesweeper vessel overhauls, however, the average delay was 2.1 
months, or 64 days, as shown below. 

Types of 
ships and 
no. of 
overhauls 
examined --.------ 

Not ional 
overhaul 
duration 
( note a ) _---- -..--- 

Average 
overhaul 

period-.. 

Amphibious (28) 8.9 LO.9 2.0 

Auxiliary (22) 8.3 8.4 0.1 

Frigates (24) 10.0 13.5 3.5 

Dest-roycrs ( 11) b/7.4 10.9 3.5 

Averages 8.9 11.0 2.1 

Mi.nesweepers (28) 3.0 4.2 1.2 

nveraqes 7.4 9.3 I.9 

a/Navy estimate of overhaul duration based on historical workload -._ 
data and fleet operating requirements developed by class (these 
are weighted averages for various ship classes calcul.ated for 
this report). 

b/Based on the average contractual period. -_. 
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For most classes of ships, particularly auxiliary types, 
Lherc! was insufficient data to reach conclusions on trends in 
timeliness. In some cases, the more recent overhauls showed 
irn~)rovcmcnts I in other cases, they did not. The following illu- 
stration depicts the trends for two ship classes having the most 
r3nta available, frigates and tank landing ships. For frigates, 
there is an improving trend. On the other hand, overhauls of 
tank landing ships seem to take longer. 

Froo-, 
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2 300- 
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w=c-- ----------------c - 
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1 

- KNOX CLASS FRIGATE 
(18 SHIPS) 

- - - - NEWPORT CLASS TANK 
LANDING SHIPS (11 SHIPS) 

0 1 I 
JAN 77 JAN 78 JAN 79 JAN 80 

DATE OVERHAUL STARTED 

In neither case, has the Navy been able to achieve its estimate 
(notional) as to the time the overhauls should take. 

Contract cost growth: some improvement, 
KG-stiLla problem 

.- 
lll----ll-.-- 

In the 197Os, the Navy faced a serious overhaul contract cost 
growth problem. As a result of post-award changes to the basic 
c:c>n tract, growth over 100 percent of the basic contract was not 
uncommon. Generally, the L>rok>.Lenl resulted from the IJavy's diffi- 
c:u Lties in ("l) stabilizing the content of ship overhaul work pack- 
a "1 f? 3 , (2) accurately itlentifyiny the work included in the work 
I)ackaqcs, and (3) dea.Ling with the contractors. The Navy, recog- 
nizing a cost growth problem, has tried to reduce the growth, and 
since 1977 there has been a reducing trend. 
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Contract cost growth often results in less efficient applica- 
tion of fiscal r~2soucces. There fore, the Navy may pay more for 
changes or additions to the contract after the initial award be- 
cause: 

--The work is priced based on a sole-source negotiation and, 
accordingly, does not benefit from price restraining 
competitive bidding which, for the most part, has been 
used for awarding the basic contract. 

--Changes to work content require various levels of approval 
which can delay work. During such delays, the contractor 
continues to incur costs which must be recouped in the 
price negotiation. 

Using Navy data and regression analysis, we identified trends 
in contract cost growth for the 3 years ending January 1980 for 
frigates, auxiliary, and amphibious ships. The analysis compared 
cost growth among contracts, based on the starting date of com- 
pleted overhauls, We found that the trends are toward reducing 
contract growth, as shown below. 

- FRIGATES (23 SHIPS) 

l -.-.==**. AMPHIBIOUS SHIPS (25 SHII 

- - - AUXILIARIES (27 SHIPS) 

JAN 17 JAN 78 JAN 79 JAN 80 

DATE OVERHAUL STARTED 
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The complexity of .a ship overhaul is such that some cost 
cjrowth is to be expected. There will always be requirements th.:lt 
cannot be quantified until a ship's overhaul is underway, and 
some new requirements will be generated after the overhaul con- 
tract is awarded. By effectively identifying detectable require- 
me n t s and eliminating work specification errors, the Navy can 
minimize contract cost growth. 

In 1981 the Commander, NAVSEA, articulated a goal of 10 
Ilcrcent cost growth over the contract award price. In compa- 
rison, YSC 1/ tries to limit overhaul cost growth to about 15 
I)crcent. Tiius, while the Navy has made significant progress in 
reducing cost growth, it still must achieve further cost growth 
reductions to reach desired levels. 

An approach to reducing contract cost growth is to include 
virtually every possible overhaul requirement in the work package. 
Hence, undetectable preoverhaul requirements would not have to be 
included as a change to the contract if they ultimately do occur. 
The problem is that unnecessary work may be done or may be nego- 
tiated out of the contract at a fraction of the savings. Thus, 
while the Navy has been reducing cost growth, what has happened 
to the totai contract cost? 

This is a difficult question to answer because each overhaul 
has unique requirements. For example, a September 1980 Navy study 
of destroyers pointed out that only about 50 percent of the work- 
load recurs from ship to ship. We examined total contract costs 
since January 1977 for overhauls of various classes of ships, but 
the results were inconclusive. 

Work packages need better definition 

The Navy categorizes cost growth as being either new work or 
work relating to work specifications. New work pertains to 
requirements not included in the original work package. For 
example, a requirement 

--may have developed during the 3- to 6-month leadtime 
between the work package being finalized and the contract 
being awarded, 

--may have surfaced which was missed or undetectable during 
ship inspections, 

--may be reinstated after previous deferral when additional 
funds become available, or 

--_ ..” ._ .I_ - ._ .--..-.. - ._..-_- ..--- 

L/MSC operates support ships with civilian crews for the Depart- 
ment of Defense. 
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--may be added during the overhaul as a new alteration which 
should not wait until the next overhaul. 

Cost growth relating to work specifications pertains to tech- 
ni.cal shortfalls in the work package. For example, there may.be 
errors in the work specifications or the specifications may lack 
sufficient specificity. The result often is a contract change, 
with negotiation of a new price for the work. 

We analyzed contract cost growth data to the extent it was 
available on the ships included in our review and found that 77 
percent of the growth was due to work package specification short- 
falls, as indicated below. 

Summary of Contract Cost Growth .-. -- 

Growth due to: -__-- 
IlO. of Contract Contract growth Specif icat&%>hanges_ New wi?rT ---.- 
sh ijrs award Ellars Percent Collars Percent Dollars Percent __ _- ---- - - -- 

(millions) (millions) (millions) (millions) 

31 $271.6 $125.2 46 $ 99.6 80 $25.6 20 

49 275.4 126.9 46 92.2 73 34.7 27 

2 5 230.0 127.7 56 98.1 77 29.6 23 

14 76.0 45.2 59 38.9 86 6.2 14 
- .- _ -.-.- -.- 

119 $853.0 $425.0 50 $328.8 77 $96.1 23 --. ___- - 

Contract cost growth can also be classified based on the 
Navy organization responsible for funding the work. NAVSEA man- 
ages and funds major alterations to ships. The fleets, on the 
other hand, fund primarily repairs and maintenance, plus some 
less significant alterations. Both entities serve the Chief of 
Naval Operations (see app. II). 

We analyzed cost growth due to work package shortfalls and 
found that 82 percent of the cost was fleet funded. Therefore, 
regarding cost growth, the most significant problem appears to be 
developing work packages covering repairs and maintenance. 

NAVY OVERHAUL IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAMS 

To address problems with achieving effective overhauls in the 
private sector, the Navy has developed the maintenance system 
development program and the depot operations improvement program. 
The programs have resulted in numerous promising initiatives for 
dealing with important problem areas in contracting for overhauls. 
We believe that if the programs are to be more effective, however, 
there needs to be a high-level orchestration of initiatives toward 
achieving systemwide improvement objectives. 
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Maintenance systgn development .l.l"- -...- .- ._.. -.- .-__.. --.- -.- *-- 
~~~oc~,~c am .--_ 

The maintenance system development program, which is part of 
t. hr? Navy ' c; Ship Support Improvement Project, L/ was initiated in 
1.976 as a 5-year, $35 million effort to develop an integrated ship 
maintenance system to improve the material condition of surface 
.c;h i 1):; . It was to 

--rlcscrihe the existing ship maintenance universe; 

--examine maintenance strategies outside the Navy; 

--examine and compare alternatives of maintenance 
effectiveness and feedback systems to determine 
performance and material conditions; 

--postulate effective maintenance strategies, compare 
them, and make recommendations: and 

--participate in ship maintenance concept development 
and planning. 

The name of the program appears to be somewhat of a misnomer 
because the program has not resulted in an overall maintenance 
system that will ensure effective overhauls. However, the program 
has brought to the forefront the reliability centered maintenance 
and the phased maintenance concepts. And, as a result, these con- 
cepts are being tested currently with combat stores ships (see app. 
I.) 

Dept operations ._-- -~- 
improvement program -- - m-m--..- 

The antecedents of the depot operations improvement program 
can be traced to May 1978 when the Navy established a steering 
task group to examine ship overhaul problems in the private sector. 
In 1980 the program became formalized as the surface ship overhaul 
improvement program and, more recently, it became the depot opera- 
tions improvement program. Major responsibilities are to: 

--Develop and maintain methods for measuring and evaluating 
the effectiveness of the various initiatives undertaken 
and recommend changes to ensure that the intended objec- 
tives are met. 

,l-/l'n 1974 the Chief of Naval Operations initiated the Ship Support 
Improvement Project to improve the material condition of Navy 
ships. The project also covered (1) the FFG-7 class support 
program, (2) the e ngineered operating cycle program, and (3) the 
intermediate maintenance upgrade program. In our report, "The 
Navy's Ship Support Improvement Project" (LCD-78-433, Sept. 12, 
19781, we provided our assessment of the project. 
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--Make special investigations relative to the manner in 
which surface ship overhauls are planned and accomplished 
to identify and develop new initiatives for improving sur- 
face ship overhaul performance. 

--Examine proposed alternative strategies for improving 
surface ship overhauls and recommend which initiatives 
should be selected for further evaluation or implementa- 
tion. 

In practice, the program has been comprised entirely of ini- 
tiatives directed generally at specific ship overhaul problems. 
Some of the 29 initiatives in the program included 

--using a multiyear, multiship contracting method as an 
alternative to the maligned advertised bid, 

--developing standard cost estimating procedures to improve 
fiscal management, and 

--prepositioning of equipment to improve material support of 
overhauls. 

Actually, many of the initiatives existed before the pro- 
gram, and the program was established to pull the initiatives 
together. Because of this, we believe the program has lacked 
cohesiveness and coordination. As a result, the Navy can waste 
resources on initiatives that: 

--Address local problems or symptoms, rather than deal with 
systemwide issues. 

--Merely raise more questions and generate more initiatives. 

--Lack organizational commitment or ability to be 
successful. 

Furthermore, important initiatives may be overlooked, inappropri- 
ately scoped, or inordinately delayed. For example: 

--As far back as 1959, we questioned the Navy’s traditional 
use of competitive bidding as the contracting methodology 
for ship overhauls (see p. 33). The Navy has been testing 
numerous alternative methods, but competitive bidding is 
still the primary method. 

--The Navy has known that there are benefits to be gained 
from implementing commercial maintenance practices. 
It has implemented, for instance, the commercial relia- 
bility centered maintenance concept with aircraft. In 
1979 we recommended that the Navy apply commercial prac- 
tices to certain types of Navy ships. Yet, it took a 
congressional mandate to get the Navy to test the phased 
maintenance concept with combat stores ships. (See 
app. I.) 
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--In 1980 the Navy testified during House Committee on Appro- 
priations hearings that it had begun requiring post-over- 
haul analyses to determine the causes for contract cost 
growth and provide lessons-learned information to improve 
private sector overhauls. We found, however, that within 
the Navy‘s overhaul system such analyses were cons'idered 
to contain incomplete and unreliable information. Because 
of this and the resulting limited use, the analyses had a 
low priority. Consequently, there is a move within the 
Navy to da away with such analyses. 

--During House Committee on Armed Services hearings in April 
1981, representatives from the ship repair industry testi- 
fied that their suggestions to the Navy for improving over- 
hauls were ignored. 

I3y January 1981, the Navy recognized the program had prob- 
lems. A Navy review confirmed that many of the projects lacked 
sufficient specificity, resources, plans, or other elements 
necessary to ensure success. As a result, the Navy has placed 
the program under a flag review board which reviews and directs 
the program, making sure that initiatives are appropriately 
coordinated and that there are sufficiently detailed plans and 
resources to effectively carry out the initiatives. 

Both ship overhauls and the multiorganizational overhaul 
system are complex. Solutions to problems, therefore, must be 
system oriented to ensure their implementation is to be effec- 
tive. 

CONCLUSIONS -I_ .-I .~- 
The Navy has instigated numerous initiatives to improve con- 

tracting for surface ship overhauls. However, progress in meet- 
ing overhaul schedules and in reducing contract cost growth has 
been slow, partly because of a lack of total system coordination 
and commitment to the initiatives. The flag review board is a 
step in the right direction and it can be successful if it effec- 
tively 

--provides for generating initiatives which are oriented to 
systemwide improvement objectives, 

--commits the total overhaul system to supporting the ini- 
tiatives, and 

--as.sc.s*ses the results of initiatives and instigates actions, 
as appropriate, based on the findings. 

Whether it will be successful remains to be seen. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS -- -..-.-----_ - 
In early December 198.1, we met with representatives of the 

Navy to discuss the report's contents. The Navy concurred with 
the ahovc conclusion. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MORE CONCENTRATED MANAGEMENT -Im*"-a..I- -- --l~----l~_- 

OF PRIVATE SECTOR OVERHAULS NEEDED - -- 
'I'hc Navy's planning and management system for contract over- 

hau 1s i.s complex and fragmented, with responsibilities being dis- 
t-ribut.c;d among various Navy organizations. Expertise regarding 
t.h<: mltcrial needs of a ship is dissipated, and no single entity 
apjwa I"S to be responsible for managing maintenance resources to- 
wa K-d sustaining a ship's material condition in accordance with 
ticsign and mission requirements. This situation, we believe, 
seriously degrades the Navy's ability to achieve effective over- 
hauls in the private sector. 

In contrast to the Navy's overhaul system, MSC and commer- 
cial carriers generally rely on port and ship engineers to man- 
age the planning and accomplishment of their ship maintenance 
and overhauls. We believe that if the Navy would similarly con- 
ccntrate the management of ship material maintenance, it could 
significantly enhance its ability to achieve effective overhauls. 

KEY MANAGEMENT ELEMENTS I-ll,l--L. 
FOR EFFECfi-V'mERHAULx -1. --___-_l-l__- -_-- 

If the Navy is to consistently achieve effective overhauls 
in the private sector, its overhaul planning and management sys- 
tem must have the following: 

--An ongoing knowledge of each ship's design, characteris- 
tics, mission, and material condition. 

--Knowledgeable planning and development of work packages. 

--Timely decisionmaking regarding potential changes to the 
contract while the overhaul is underway. 

--Knowledgeable inspection of the quality of the work. 

--Effective cost control based on knowledge of the mission 
and the resources available to meet the material mainte- 
nance requirements. 

EACH OVERHAUL HAS UNIQUE PROBLEMS ..- ."-_- .--..- --_--" --.-- ~ 

WC reviewed overhaul contracts, cost growth contract 
ctlanges , and reasons for delay and found that: 

--The reasons for overhaul problems were diverse and 
generally unique for a given overhaul. 

--An analysis of cost growth occurences was inconclu- 
SlVc!. 
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WC did note, however, that the Navy's overhaul system seemed 
to lack the concentrated expertise and management responsibility 
necessary to ensure the key management ingredients. 

TIIE NAVY'S SHIP OVERHAUL -_--- 
PROCESS IS COMPLEX AND FRAGMENTED 

Managing a private sector overhaul involves identifying 
needed repairs and alterations, translating them into accurate 
and complete bid specifications, and monitoring the work to en- 
sure a timely and cost-effective overhaul. The Navy's process 
is long (2-3 years) and complex, and it requires the interaction 
of numerous Navy organizations. These organizations include 

--the Chief of Naval Operations; 

--Commanders in Chief, Atlantic and Pacific Fleets; 

--Commanders, Naval Surface Force, Atlantic and Pacific 
Fleets (Type Commander or TYCOM); 

--NAVSEA; 

--Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion and Repair 
(SUPSHIP): 

--Planning and Engineering for Repairs and Alterations 
(PERA); 

--planning shipyards; 

--the ship's crew; and 

--other specialist organizations, including the Naval 
Electronics Command and the Naval Ship Weapon Sys- 
tems Engineering Station. 

Each organization has some authority and responsibility for 
assuring the adequacy of at least part of the ship overhaul 
process. (See app. II.) 

COMPARISON OF NAVY AND NON-NAVY 
mN=NCE MANAGEMENT -.- 

MSC and commercial carriers use maintenance management 
approaches that are different from the Navy's traditional system. 
Commercial carriers and MSC concentrate maintenance responsibili- 
ties at the production level, making port and ship engineers 
responsible for the material condition of a specific ship(s) 
throughout the maintenance cycle. 
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I):i f f'r.~~rc!nr:c~s in maintenance 
J'O 1 i c::i r;;s '. ..I- _,._ -_..--".- _.-_ -_ 

I. 
!;olrw r>f' tllc? rli fferent procedural approaches used by the Navy 

r-(z:rul tr f'l"olll the difference in mission. Navy ships must be prc- 
I"il r'(?tl t.0 olrt?ril te in a combat environment, requiring certain arma- 
rrlc.!llt :i f 1 <IL'CJC! c: L'ews , and equipment redundancy. To maintain combat 
rr.:i.i(i i nf:s:; I the Navy has adopted an overall maintenance policy 
t-hlit r'c:c~uirt:s periodic, extensive upgrading of ships and equip- 
lII( ' tl I..-- (:'VC:II tlrosc operating satisfactorily--to like-new condition. 

I)ur:incj the lengthy overhauls, the Navy performs all outstand- 
I ll(j r"(."!])il 1 r:s and major modifications that will ensure reasonably 
r~c!l.ii~!.~l~! matoriiil readiness during the succeeding operational 
cyc l.c:! I 'In adcfition, it maintains and repairs ships, as needed, 
t,~.;t.wec!rl ove?r-hallls. 

In contrast, MSC and commercial carriers generally do not do 
ma.jor mod i Eications, and they try to perform only those repairs 
ncc!tlctJ to sustain operations, thus limiting ships' downtime. They 
yon~~rally use maintenance strategies that minimize the time ships 
spc:ntl in shipyards for maintenance and repairs. For example, their 
proficssional crews often make repairs while a ship is underway, or 
their contractors repair a ship at dockside during ship turnarounds. 
I:,ur:i.ng their biennial overhauls, MSC and commercial carriers make 

---repairs which cannot be accomplished as voyage repairs, 

--inspections and repairs to meet U.S. Coast Guard and Ameri- 
can Bureau of Shipping seaworthiness and safety standards, 

--repairs and ship modifications to meet their safety and/or 
operating requirements. 

P1.anni.ng for overhauls II ._* -_."".l ..._l"._-"" 

'l'ho! Navy spends an extensive amount of time, at considerable 
co!st r in p.lanning its overhauls. This planning process begins 
alrout "1% to 15 months _1_/ before an overhaul starts and essentially 
C? II I I s F; Cl m C? 2 to 6 months before an overhaul begins. In contrast, 
MSC and commercial carriers spend comparatively little time in 
plnnn in<! the i.r overhauls. Commercial carriers begin planning 
thf:ir- work s[jecifications packages, which include a small amount 
of. r.~c.:l~sirs and a minor number of ship alterations, between 2 and 5 
1no11 Ltl!; l)cforc an overhaul starts. MSC begins planning its work 
spc":ci I: iczrlti.ons package about 2 months before work begins, and it 
u"c.:rqllr:!;l.s l)ids on the package just 2 weeks before the work is 
s <: 1 I r'." I1 I1 I. (2 (1 t: 0 $5 t a r t . 

1 /'1'h i :; i I"; pl*inn ing for repairs. Planning for modifications 
r;I-arL:; .lIj to 22 months before the overhaul. 
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In addition to the port engineers, MSC and commercial 
carriers rely greatly on their ships' chief engineers to identify 
repairs. (See app. III for a detailed comparison of Navy, MSC, 
and commerical planning procedures.) Chief engineers generally 
have more experience than Navy ship engineers. Often, chief 
engineers have been assigned to the same ship or to a simila'r ship 
for 5 to 10 years, whereas Navy ship engineers may have been at 
their jobs for only a year or so. 

MSC and commerical carriers have few individuals involved in 
the planning process and, apparently, plan their overhauls quickly. 
On the other hand, planning a Navy overhaul involves many organiza- 
tions and includes a lengthy process of inspection coordination and 
review. 

Overhaul management 

Similar to its planning procedures, the Navy, when managing 
overhauls in process, involves many organizations or groups within 
the organizations. In contrast, MSC and commercial carriers essen- 
tially concentrate their overhaul management responsibility in a 
single individual--the port engineer. Consequently, they can 
accomplish overhauls in a more timely manner without experiencing 
as many delays and disruptions caused by untimely decisions. 

A comparison of the management responsibilities for the Navy, 
MSC, and commercial carriers during the overhaul process is shown 
in the following chart. 
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Ikle~ation of Overhaul Manaqement Responsibilities ,,,, I, ,*, m,, ,,,E,, I I, I, I,,_, I_ ."*"_l __ ,,,*..1 -I II - .- .." -..- .-.- ..- l--. _I_-._I_____.. -..- _.-..- -.- .--- .-.--.--" 

NZIVJ -- _-.. 
SUPSHIP 
Quality 
Control 
Dept. 

Ncx.jrrt,ii~t.i.on of SUPSHIP 
contract; <:t1;1ncJe Contracts 
or~lcr price Dept. 

I :3suan<:c of SUPSHIP 
contractual change Overhaul 
order document Supervisor 

or Con- 

MSC 
Commercial 

carriers --. 

I?ort engineer Port engineer 

b/Port engineer b/Port engineer 

Port engineer/ Port engineer 
MSC Contracts 
Dept. 

Port engineer Port engineer 

tracts Dept. 

a/Some decisions must be made by yet higher commands. _I 

J?/May require verbal approval from management if the estimated 
cost exceeds a specified amount. 

MSC and commercial port engineers can obtain approval, if 
rc;cju i. ret1 , from higher levels of management within hours so as not 
tc;) delay ttle progress of a contractor. However, Navy officials 
said it may take weeks to obtain approval from a higher echelon 
to have the contractor perform additional work. Depending on the 
cireums tanccs, Navy procedures could result in contractor claims 
for delay and disruption. 

~ 'S'HE NAVY NEEDS MORE EXPERIENCED _- _- -""1 - _., 111 -_ ."" "I --."---.-- 
~ MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT - ""_ _.- ..I I. ..- _ I ..-.-.-.--.---- 

An analysis of the Navy's overhaul system and a comparison of 
t; tl13 :;ysttlm with the systems used elsewhere revealed serious voids 
in the Navy’s system. These voids can significantly inhibit the 
Navy from achieving the management ingredients essential for fos- 
terinq effiective overhauls. Basically, the Navy has a shortfall 
in ongoing technical expertise for each ship and lacks central 
mrtnnq(:ria.l. responsibility for each overhaul. 

!;h(-)rt f'a 1.1 in technical expertise . . I _ fI ..-. ._" _ - -.-_-_- -.-.- .--.--- 

A:; tliscu:isc;fl on page 17, MSC and commercial carriers concen- 
tr,il.~ t::xpertise in a port engineer and a 
work(:tl wit.11 their ships for many years. 

ship engineer that have 
In contrast, the Navy's 
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ship engineer is military,and is assigned for a limited tour of 
cl11tr.y. Further, the Navy does not use a port engineer as a stand- 
arc3 ~.)raeti,ce. Then, the question: Where does the level of ship 
expertise provided by port and ship engineers in MSC and commer- 
cidl enterprise lie in the Navy? 

Granted there are differences in the types of ships. In 
comparison to MSC and commercial carrier ships, Navy ships are 
more complex, the missions are more involved, and the maintenance 
system is more diverse. Therefore, there appears to be a need for 
even more intensive expertise with Navy ships. 

Who has technical expertise and knowledge of a Navy ship's 
design, mission requirements, and ongoing material condition? Key 
involved activities are the ship's crew! PERA, TYCOM, SUPSHIP, 
and the design planning yard. 

MSC and commercial carriers use port and ship engineers, in 
addition to generally experienced crews, to keep the ships in 
satisfactory operating condition. Navy crews, however, are less 
experienced with their ships because of rotation and retention and 
because they face more complex and demanding maintenance. There- 
fore r Navy crews are not likely to fill the expertise requirement. 

The Navy recognized this problem when it established PERAs 
in 1967 to manage the planning and engineering requirements for 
overhauls. PERAs, however, are not in a position to provide the 
expertise either because they are generally overhaul oriented. 
At the beginning of an overhaul cycle, the applicable PERA 
assesses a ship's material condition, and this assessment becomes 
the basis for the overhaul work package. Besides the deficiencies 
identified in a PERA preoverhaul test and inspection, the crew 
inputs repair notices, and other organizations input alteration 
requirements. The PERA's involvement with a given ship is gener- 
ally not continuous and is often not direct. For example, PERA 
often uses contractors or a SUSPHIP organization to perform in- 
spections. Accordingly, it is not in a position to know whether 
the inspection uncovered all discoverable requirements or whether 
the input from other activities is complete. 

TYCOM generally is concerned with matching a work package 
with available fiscal resources. It screens the PERA's prelimi- 
nary work package and either approves the requirements, assigns 
them to other Navy maintenance activities, or defers them. TYCOM 
generally cannot provide the ongoing expertise for a given ship 
because the responsible official (1) is military and is assigned 
on d rotational basis, (2) manages a class of ships rather than 
an individual ship, and (3) relies on input from the crew and 
PERA. 

SUPSHIPs also have limited visibility over the ongoing 
material condition of a ship. A planning SUPSHIP prepares work 
specifications for the items included in the PERA's work package, 
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‘l’ilf! clei;i~_~n plannincj yard is concerned with designing altera- 
t. i orI I; l’ot; a (jiwn ship, :It may lack access to a given ship, and 
(I(! :i i cj1t:; IrKly th! hscxl on a simi l.a”r available ship. Thus, its 
t." Xj.,r"t- t, i :i(' ni.th i-) given ship is limited. 

or1 t.hc: t,iis.is of the above, none of the organizations appear 
t o II,.~VIJ t.hc ongoing expertise of a given ship. 

Since ('1ifferent organizations are responsible for various 
ovcr~~~~1~1 manar~errrent functions, the questions arise:--Who's in 
cht"irc.Jrz? --Who has the knowledge, visibility, and the authority 
1-0 milnaqe the overhaul process for a given ship to ensure that 
the ovc!rt~duI. is effective? 

A 1973 report l/ prepared for the Navy addressed this issue 
and rrl;lclc~ the fo.l.lowing comments: 

"Ln the Navy there are many organizations with signi- 
f'icant roles in the planning of overhauls * * *. The 
ro.lcs are nominally advisory, in many cases, but the 
f'act appears to be that there is a tendency for each 
participant to recommend that something be done, 
whereas there is an obvious reluctance to override 
advice which indicates that repairs should be carried 
out, The decision-makers involved have no incentive to 
save money if the money is available, but have strong 
incentives not to take even the negligible risks that 
miry bc associated with failure to make a recommended 
re1~~i.r. Un.'Like commercial and MSC port engineers, there 
is little opportunity for Navy personnel to develop 
ttiti knowledge of, and familiarity with, the particular 
ships for which they make overhaul decisions." 

* * * * * 

'I .I t i 5; recommended that the Navy's overhaul planning 
1 ) t:; r 1 ( : C.,! ! ; !i be redesigned, utilizing an organization, rules 
dnrl ~irxK::ccJurf~s similar to those which characterize MSC 
<~ncl c:0111mcrcia 1 operations. The redesigned system would 
E I(" vf.2 ry Inu<~h simpler than the current Navy system, and 
wo111 (I II:;(! lt:ss resources--time and people--for planning 
r)w't~tl<rIl 1,s. " 
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A~)~r;~r:“(!nt: ly 1. i tt1.e action was taken on the 1973 recommendation 
l,(~I:tILl!~;~r I tIr; I,c!i~i~r~t:.rrlctlt:. of the Navy issued a June 1980 report en- 
i i 1 Icbrj “l,mj i :‘;ti.Ic Su~‘port. of U.S. Navy Ships in the Northeastern 
litc~~j if,)tl r,t’ t..I:ic: IIni.tr~cl States, I’ which addressed the same types of 
jit”cjt:i I (“I’ll!-: i, t’~ t,I~c: Davy I s ov~~rh;~ul planning and management system. 
tu’i I tI r~r!:;j~f~ct. L(:) tht:: management process itself, the report cited 
t tlil 101 l.owinq ohscrvations: 

Ilk k * The? current overhaul management process is frag- 
Illf? II tc.l ci ” where is no single organization below the Chief 
01” N;~vE.I 1 0purations staff which bears the total respon- 
f.; i I: i i .l i t y f C) r , and authority over I the entire overhaul 
I”r.‘~~e(.!F”;,‘~” NO single individual is responsible for imple- 
mc::rlt:ation of: overhaul policies which cut across organi- 
z;lt: i.0n;I.l houndaries. No single individual is respon- 
r;ihlcJ f:or the total funding, planning and execution of 
;I (j i.ven ovt?rl~anl l Consequently, independent decisions 
ii r t? :;~>meti,mc::s made without a full appreciation for their 
i.m~“act: on the conduct of the overhaul as a whole. Ac- 
cord i. ncj.Ly , overhaul manayement coordination should be 
j rni) 6’0 ve d . ‘I 

‘l’tl(.t r(?],tjrt.. r:cctrrnrnc?~ltlf(j that the Chief of Naval Operations, in 
(.:orijurr~:t: i ~II wit-11 other commands responsible for the ship overhaul 
Ill,,lll;lcJr3III(!tl t pmcC!;S r assess ways and means of improving overhaul 
[~~{,‘~t’lilrrf’.li’l~?r~t: c:c,ortli.n~l.ti.on which will achieve the benefits of centra- 
1 i z(..~c~ ovt~ri:laul contr0.l.. 

?‘hc Pacific Fleet TYCOM later advised NAVSEA that “The frag- 
irlcntation 0lI lrrc -overhaul responsibilities is not conducive to 
;l ~;ucc:~,~:~;sful ovc!rhaul * * *,I’ and that the best procedures for 
t:r:;llrr;f~rIr_r’inc~ comp~tcted work From one organization to another would 
r:cot.: coIr\~~r’nSA tc f:or the disadvantages caused by the fragmentation. 
Pnc:i fiic: ‘I’YCC)M 1)(:11.icved that a concentration of responsibilities, 
cornhinc.r(I with the? use of multiship, multiyear contracts, would 
r.- r? < 1 u c t-2 t.hc: t.irnr: needed for ship repairs and alterations during the 
1 9 F3 0 s l 

‘l’h~ f’o.l .1ow i nq overhau 1 occurrences illustrate problems that 
r’l b !i 1.1 I. k. I’ L:om sIror:tT:aLls in ship expertise and from fragmented man- 
s-~c~‘!lrlc.‘rlt.. 

---I,:xt.(br~::; i.vcJ rework was required on a communications equip- 
mcint ,.11 t:t:ration on the U.S.S. Coronado because (1) NAVSEA - -.---- 
j)r~crv i (‘io(I i.nadequate information for the alteration design, 
(2) t:ht; private design firm did not make appropriate ship 
vi :: its to check i.ts drawings, and (3) the Navy’s planning 
:; tIipyar~.l did not adequately review and supervise the de- 
:; i (111 f: i rm ’ :i work. As a result, the cost of this altera- 
t i r)n was expected to increase by about $2 million and the 
r.,v(l!rllr l1.l. was extended 5 months. 
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--During the 1978 overhaul of the Il. S. S. 'Ialeakala, three 
a 1 tcrations to upgrade the underway rer~&%n~?<~i~r?? :npa- 
bility were accomplished. Prior to the Haleakala over- --~__.~ 
haul1 these alterations had been programed for 
accomplishment during the 1977 overhaul of a similar' 
ship, Although these alterations were in existence and 
had been programed for other ships of the class, only 
one of these alterations was included in the advanced 
planning for the Haleakala overhaul. The late addition - --------F of the other alterations increased the contract price by 
about $251,000. 

--The lJ.S.S. Wabash's crew, apparently dissatisfied with 
the overhaul work package, submitted 68 new work re- 
quests to TYCOM at the start of the overhaul. The crew 
had failed to express this dissatisfaction at a work 
definition conference held onboard the ship or at any 
other time prior to the overhaul. During the overhaul, 
the crew submitted 29 additional work requests. TYCOM 
approved 64 of the 97 work requests. The estimated cost of 
accomplishing these new work items was at least $435,000. 
Furthermore, this additional work delayed the overhaul 
58 days. 

--In planning the 1978 overhaul of the U.S.S. Haleakala, 
NAVSEA failed to cancel a radar alteration with TYCOM. 
Since the ship's radar was considered outdated, TYCOM 
reinstated the alteration. Meanwhile, SUPSHIP was plan- 
ning an alteration involving the radar’s antenna. Due 
to ineffective coordination between the organizations, 
the radar antenna was placed in the wrong position. 
The resulting operational deficiency was corrected, 
subsequent to overhaul completion, at a cost of about 
$14,500. 

--In planning the U.S.S. Hector's overhaul, drawings for 
shop arrangement alterations did not adequately define 
the work. Examples of the errors included (1) machin- 
ery being placed where operation would be impossible 
and (2) equipment being installed in spaces too small 
to accommodate them. The planning shipyard denied any 
responsibility. A subsequent meeting of all concerned 
orcjnnizations also proved insufficient. These design 
].1roblems contributed to about $548,000 of growth and 
new work on shop alterations. 

--Ineffective coordination of design problems for a contami- 
nated waste holding system alteration created problems on 
%cvsral ship overhauls. Design deficiencies corrected 
durin<j the overhaul of the U.S.S. Flint were not coordi- 
nated in planning the alteration for the U.S.S. Kiska, 
overhauled 5 months later. These design deficiencies 
resulted in structural damage to the Kiska. Additional -- repairs and alteration modifications increased costs about 
$1.65,000 and extended the overhaul 29 days. 
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--‘.I 1.r1 a rrc 1 atcd 5: i tuat ion, the "1979 overhaul of three 
;~rnj~ll i 13 i ou:; ships, started within 5 months of each other, 
Xl<rcl (.:o:;t (jrowtil totaling $325,000 due to design changes 
in t.hc: orjntaminated waste holding system alteration. 
I~'(,1 lowi,nc,~ completion of these overhauls, PERA stated: 

"The lessons learned from this over- 
hC3Ul should be incorporated into the 
corporate knowledge of those organi- 
zations involved with the overhaul 
process so that these costly lessons 
will not have to be relearned." 

I’rc’lrblems .I- obtaining timely decisions _.. _,,, ..*l"ll .._- "-- _ _I .._. ".- ...-.~- -~ .- 

Diffused management of the planning and accomplishment of 
ship overhauls can result in untimely decisions, thereby increas- 
ing tLlc length and cost of overhauls. Although PERA and SUPSHIP 
tire rcspons ih1.e for planning and managing the overhaul, their 
cle(:i.si.r)nma,kin(~ authority is limited. As a result, decisions can- 
not bc made immediately at a worksite, and generally must be 
sought f rcrrn higher command levels, a process which sometimes 
takes several weeks. 

Representatives from private shipyards said that the Navy is 
ortjanizcd in such a way that timely decisions by knowledgeable 
indiviciualc; are not possible. Some changes to a contract take 3 
to 4 weeks to get approved; however, a much quicker decision is 
nt~ccssary to avoid delay. 

During a hearing of the House Committee on Armed Services in 
April 2981, representatives from the private sector also said: 

r1* * *yuite often the work on the original item, or items 
stops completely until an answer is given to a condition 
report or letter in the form of a formal change. When 
answers; to the problems take weeks, it is very difficult to 
maintain reasonable progress towards a timely completion." 

* * * * * 

If * * *every decision to authorize over $5,000 for a contract 
ChdiVjC is considered by four or more individuals in several 
c 1 (jr,! n c: i es of tile Navy, By the time this decisionmaking 
~~roc(;ss i s comp.leted , months have often transpired. Since 
ovc!rhnuL :~vni.l.abilities average eight months during which 
li Lmost one thousand contract changes are written, the 
rl(! lay incq ef feet of this is obvious, In today's environment, 
t..ht! ftinal decision on these $5,000 changes is usually made 
L>y the SIII'IF‘IIANT Surface Ship Atlantic ship Type Commander 
~110 some! t imo c; goes for months without visiting the shipyard." 

‘I’l~c IJrt:siclcr-It of the Shipbuilders Council of America, in 
comm(:nt: in(J on the Navy’s overhaul management, also testif ied that: 
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'* * *debilitating of all is the cumbersome decisionmaking 
process. Procurement law prevents the authorization of 
work to the private shipyards unless funding is speciEically 
assigned and an audit trail justifies that assignment. 
Additional but necessary work not detailed in the original 
-jr)\> order is frequently discovered by the shipyard during 
the course of an overhaul. Before this necessary work 
ciln be done, a report must be filed with the Supervisor of 
Shipbuilding who in turn must consult with the Type Commander 
at Plect Headquarters to determine if funding can be made 
rlvailable. The process can sometimes take weeks, even 
months . Such action does not permit our shipyards to 
make the most efficient use of their resources." 

Navy officials generally agreed with the above comments, 
stating that it may take weeks for PERAs or SUPSHIPS to obtain 
approval for additional work from higher echelons. 

Nced to concentrate expertise 
zaX?n management responsibility I .--I- - _ _. I ..~ 

Recognizing that the Navy has a shortfall in concentrated on- 
going expertise for each ship and lacks central managerial respon- 
sibility for an overhaul, there follows such questions as: 

--Who can ensure that work specifications packages are com- 
plete and accurate? 

--Who is in a position to make timely and informed decisions 
on proposed changes to contracts? 

--Who can assure that work is of a required quality? 

--Who has sufficient visibility to provide reliable feedback 
on a ship's overhaul? 

--Who has the knowledge to put maintenance requirements into 
the perspective of a ship's total maintenance program and 
to control costs by including in the work specifications 
package only work that must be done by a shipyard? 

These are some of the key issues the Navy must deal with if it is 
to consistently achieve effective overhauls. 

In our opinion, if the Navy is to effectively deal with these 
issues, it needs to establish concentrated expertise and assign 
management responsibility similar to the port engineer and ship 
engineer structure used in private industry. According to top 
level Navy officials, such concentrated expertise is a luxury the 
Navy currently cannot fully implement because of personnel ceil- 
inqs. ~Iowc ve r , they concurred that it may significantly enhance 
thf; efficctiveness of ship overhauls. 
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‘I’ n f Ll c t:. , the Navy has implemented a port engineer concept 
wit\) it:; At: l.3nti.c 't"ieet's combat stores ships. It instigated the 
~:oIIc~'~)t~ ;I:'; ('1 result of a congressional mandate subsequent to our 
t."l![",r't., "Th(? Navy Overhaul Policy-- A Costly Means Of Insuring 
I<c;1(li1l<::;:; Ia'r:,r Support Ships" (LCD-78-434, Dec. 27, 1978). This 
r-(?por-t: (1c::;crihed the differences between commercial and Navy over- 
!I;III I. <i(.:t ivities and pointed out how commercial enterprise concen- 
t-r citcir; expertise in ship and port engineers for each ship. 

‘I’l~:!;TTNG ‘IYifE PORT j<; i\Ji;'i j$I;yj': ~~--~yjj~-~-j$qjj 
_ _." _ I .._ _I.._ .- 

The Navy recognizes that a key difference between commercial/ 
MSC and Navy overhaul planning and execution lies in the centrali- 
zation of responsibility and authority in a port engineer. As a 
result, the Navy is in the process of testing the utilization of 
I>ort engineers as part of its phased maintenance program (see 
app. I). If the test program proves successful, it believes the 

.concept could be responsible for significant benefits to its over- 
haul management program. 

Program expectations _ _ ----...--__ -- --... - 

As part of the phased maintenance program for combat stores 
ships of the Atlantic Fleet, the Navy is trying to parallel the 
commercial/MSC port engineer concept in its planning and manage- 
mc'!nt of ship overhauls. Initially, the engineer's duties are 
expected to fall short of the full range of functions provided 
by commercial and MSC port engineers. The Navy expects the mix 
of authority and responsibility to evolve over time so that the 
r)roper organizational and jurisdictional interfaces will connect 
the ~)ort: engineer, TYCOM, and the other organizations in the 
overhau.l. process. 

As TYCOM's representative, the port engineer is expected 
to: 

--Evaluate (i.e., defer, modify, or approve) work requests 
from ships and assign the work. 

--!;upc,rvise the work planning process to ensure that repairs 
art-? speciEi.ed properly. 

--Work closely with SUPSHIP during negotiations, contracting, 
and atfministration of the contract. 

--In con:junction with SUPSHIP's Quality Assurance personnel 
anal the! ships ' crews, verify that work is done properly. 

--E:valuatc? and resolve (i.e., defer, modify, or accomplish) 
all change orders. 

--Coordinate advance planning of overhaul dates, including 
acti.n(~ as TYCOM's sole-contact point for work definition 
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and authorization. (TYCOM's maintenance staff will con- 
tinue to coordinate long-range planning and schedule 
events, ship alteration packages, special reports, etc.) 

--Make recommendations to TYCOM, as appropriate, and p'rovide 
data for budgeting and planning. 

--Maintain records of the material condition of assigned 
ships to facilitate maintenance planning and accomplish- 
ment. 

Anticipated benefits --.II I 1"11 -"-- - .- 

The Navy expects to gain the following benefits from esta- 
blishing the port engineer concept: 

--Lower overhaul costs through cost-effective repair deci- 
sions, with concurrent improvement in maintenance of 
ship material condition. 

--A "central authority" for continuity of management and 
engineering judgment. 

--A single control of repair authorizations and expenditure 
decisions, which should result in more timely and efficient 
work performance. 

Progress to date .- ._. ---- 

The initial program test began in 1980, with the hiring of 
two port engineers by the Atlantic TYCOM for surface ships. These 
Norfolk-based engineers have been assigned maintenance responsi- 
bi.lity for the combat stores ships under the phased maintenance pro- 
gram. The Navy intends to evaluate the program for the first time 
in micX-1982. 

Whi.le the Navy is currently applying this concept to only a 
~ few specific ships on the east coast, it plans to hire two addi- 

tional port engineers in 1983. One of these will be a senior port 
engineer who will be in charge of the overall program. The Navy 
anticipates expanding the program to other ship types in both the 
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets. 

Although the concept is not yet in use in the Pacific Fleet, 
it has been authorized and is being developed. However, the Paci- 
fic TYCOM for surface ships envisions that using the port engineer 
will provide little change from its present management procedures. 
For the past several years, Pacific TYCOM used onsite representa- 
tivcs as its eyes and ears during the overhaul. Although these 
representatives have had little authority, they have expedited 
:r;IJPS1I.IP, TYCOM, and contractor communications. 
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'IV: st'. .I i m i, tat i ons ,I ,II* I* --I --... --- 
Dt:s[~i tc tile Navy Is test and its generally positive attitude 

towtrcrl the port engineer concept, there are conditions which can 
clc:lily or: forestall the conceptUs widespread implementation. For 
02xsrnL~J.c:: 

--?.'11r: concept is being tested with only combat stores 
s1lip.s. 

--The port engineer's duties in the test are being assigned 
in an evolutionary process. 

--The concept is being tested as one element in a test of 
various commercial concepts (see app. I). 

n F; c-1 result, the timing and ultimate scope of port engineer appli- 
cation are uncertain. 

The Navy's system for managing ship overhauls is fragmented. 
As a rcsu.lt, expertise on each ship is dissipated among the vari- 
ous entities, and no one appears to be orchestrating the conduct 
of1 each overhaul. IJndcr this method of operation, it is difficult 
for the Navy to provide for key management functions which are 
essential for consistently ensuring effective overhauls. 

If the Navy will concentrate expertise and material mainte- 
nance management for each ship similar to MSC and commercial 
enterprise practices, it has an excellent potential for improving 
the cfrfectivcncss of its ship overhauls. 

The Navy has implemented such commercial practices with com- 
bat, stores ships. This, however, is in the form of a test and 
the extent of ultimate implementation remains to be seen. 

We believe that the need to improve Navy ship overhauls 
dernarztls more timely action. The problem with fragmented overhaul 
management is evident and, therefore, we believe more immediate 
a(:t:i0n is warranted. 

IIF:COMMl?NDATION "-II_ ._ _ I_. -.__-..--.-I-- 

WC! recomrncnd that the Secretary of Defense direct the Navy 
t-0 i.xltt!rlsify ship maintenance management by concentrating ship 
m;i i n t,r:nanczti exL)ertisc and overhaul responsibilities in managers 
t;imi 1;~ tc> L~ort cnginccrs, Their responsibilities should include: 

--Developing and sustaining technical expertise and knowledge 
of: J ship's characteristics, design, and ongoing material 
corlil i t ion l 
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--Making decisions on the scope and need for overhaul. con- 
tract changes to sustain overhaul cost effectiveness. 

--Managing the planning and development of cost-effective 
overhaul work packages. 

--Providing feedback on problems encountered during overhauls 
and explaining variances from effective overhauls and lessons 
learned for future consideration. 

AGENCY COMMENTS --~- ._ 

The Navy agreed in concept with the conclusions and recommen- 
dations in this chapter and stipulated that the use of additional 
civilian managers on the TYCOM staff who work specifically and 
closely with a limited number of similar ships would provide a 
level of management, continuity, and expertise which does not now 
exist. Furthermore, the Navy generally agreed with the technical 
responsibilities of a port engineer and stated that it is moving 
as rapidly as practical with implementation of the port engineer 
concept. 
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CHAPTER 4 

IMPROVING THE NAVY’S ._,. I,. .” .._ _ _.. ..-. -.._ ._.----_.- _--.__.._ 

OVF:RHAUL PROCUREMENT I?ROCESSES - -___ _-. _ _ -.._-.--..--._- _--. _--_----_. 

I-‘~~~(:IIY.‘(.IIIIc.!I~~ by the Government through the use of formal 
;~clvc~ rt. i:i(:ment is the preferred Government contracting method.’ 
‘I’0 I,(! ur;tttl effectively, however, formal advertising requires 
t tIci t. LJ” r.cIIitst:rs accurately define what is being procured. 

‘1’tlc: Navy has traditionally used formal advertising to obtain 
com~)ctt: i t i.ve ljids for a firm fixed price overhaul contract. Award 
of tht: contract: is made to the lowest qualified bidder. Because 
i t: tl;.i!; irtjcn unable to effectively identify and define the work to 
t,(: dorrl(~, however, its traditional use of formal advertisement to 
(.)L,t:ai.n bids may, in fact, inhibit the effectiveness of the over- 
1.1 il ll 1. . ‘I’ti i s is because inadequate work definition results in 
oxtcnsivr: changes to the contract after the overhaul is underway. 
‘I’tIf.:Sf: c:tldncjf2:; are costly under firm fixed price contracts because: 

--‘1’he contracts are priced based on sole-source negotiation 
when the Navy is at a negotiating disadvantage. The Navy 
.I a cks sufficient contractor cost information and is under 
time pressure to complete the overhaul. 

--Delay and disruption costs accrue to the contractor, while 
the Navy decides on contract changes. The contractor must 
recoup such costs in the price of the change. 

Ad 4 i t ion a 1. 1 y , contract changes can delay the completion of the 
overhaul and this ultimately influences the readiness of the 
f I.<! (1 t . 

‘I’hc recurrence of extensive contract changes nullifies the 
k,t.:nr.t[:i.t+:-; of: formal advertising for competition and renders the 
origin<i I t)itls irrelevant. This, in turn, limits the Navy’s 
i~h i 1 ity t:.o select the shipyard which can perform the most effec- 
t:iv(: ovrrrhnul i.n terms of timeliness, cost, and quality. Less 
caL)abLo cotltractors can bid inordinantely low to gain the contract 
knowirl(.j that they may recoup losses and make profits from the ex- 
tttn:; ivc! ctlanges which have become characteristic of Navy overhaul 
co11 t r-ilct: i nq . Ultimately, the Navy may have to pay more for a 
I(::;:; (Lu<l Lity overllau.1 than it perhaps would have if it had awarded 
t-tic* con t rFii(:t to a higher bidder. 

-!. I t:hct Navy achieves the overhaul management and work pack- 
d(jc: (l(~vr:1.(.)f)lll(.!r’l t process improvements discussed in chapter 3, it 
wi I I h;~vc movr:cl si.gnificant1.y closer to attaining the benefits of 
1: 0 r-lllii 1 ;.t (1 vc.: r t i 5 i nc3 . We be Lieve, however, that this is not enough. 
L!(‘1jU ldt:. Lt:;c.? of ;~dtlitional or alternative contracting techniques 
lClil!/ Il1r-ttlf->r I:ost-f-r improved overhauls. These techniques include 
Ii:.; i ilq r(b(Iut:r-;t for proposal , and mu1 tishi:) award contracting. 
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'l'tl I#: NAVY ' 2; TKADITIONAL USE . . ._.-..__ - .._, ._.-. ..I- -- "," 
Ok -i~'ol:MAI"J AlwE:H'I'ISING 'I- .-.".II . .._._. _ _.-.-_- I. 

'I'raditionally, the Navy has solicited bids on overhaul pack- 
iI(jr from cjuaiified contractors within a competitive area. l/ A 
(ju,i.l.i t'iect contractor is one that has a master ship repair,con- 
1. c i3 c t , which is awarded after the Navy has appraised and approved 
I:kir': ac~r~~uacy of the contractor's management, labor, and facilities 
i.or doi.ng Navy work. 

Before awarding a contract, the Navy generally performs a 
preclward survey to determine whether contractors can effectively 
+nccomplish a specific overhaul. The extent of the survey is 
influenced by the previous work done by the contractors for the 
Navy. The Navy publicly opens sealed bids from the qualified 
contractors r performs the necessary preaward survey, and awards 
the contract to the lowest responsible bidder, using a fixed 
price contract. 

Despite a Navy preaward survey to qualify a shipyard for the 
award, the lowest qualified bidder may not be able to perform an 
c:tfectivc overhaul. The Navy finds it difficult under formally 
advertised procurement to eliminate a marginal shipyard from con- 
sideration. A disqualification can result in litigation which can 
delay the overhaul and disrupt the schedule. Furthermore, even 
aftor a significantly less than effective overhaul, the Navy may 
not bc able to eliminate the shipyard from the next award because 
the Navy may have contributed to the problems with its numerous 
contract changes. 

Another problem is that the more competent shipyards tend to 
submit more realistic bids. The marginal shipyards may bid low 
to obtain the contract with the intent of making up any loss with 
contract changes. As a result, the original contract award price 
may bc meaningless because of the contract changes. Ultimately, 
the Navy may pay more to the low bidder and get a less effective 
overhaul. 

OIJR PAST CRITICISM OF PROCUREMENT 111*.1 l_.._"l ._". .I --- _"-.~ 
't3U FORMAL ADVERTISING I. -1----- 

.In 1959, and again in 1970, we questioned the Navy's use of 
Ior-ma1 advertising to procure ship repair and overhaul services. 

l/A cornlretitive area is a geographical area in relation to a 
sh i 1.1 ' s home port in which there are sufficient shipyards to 
provide competition. 
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Both reports _1/ described' the Navy's difficulties in providing 
complctc and accurate work specifications--a prerequisite for 
forma.1 advertised or bid contracting,, The lack of complete 
and accurate work specifications resulted in a large amount of 
contract growth; either in tne extent of work to be done or,in- 
crc~asctil price. This growth was added to the contract through 
.~;o.le-source negotiated change orders which had a tendency to 
tlilutE3, if not eliminate, the advantages normally attributed to 
formal advertising. 

Then, in December 1976, we issued a report, "Contracting For 
Navy Ship Repairs and Overhaul--Need For Changes," (PSAD-77-47). 
This report pointed out that the Navy relies on formal advertis- 
ing of contracts to assure that the prices for repair and over- 
Ilaul of its ships are fair and reasonable, but such reliance may 
bc imprudent. We stated that, because of the Navy's inability to 
minimize changes to the contracts, it generally loses any bene- 
fits that may have been obtained through the initial competition. 
We also stated that the Navy is at a disadvantage when negotiating 
prices for modifications. 

ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE OVERHAUL _ I- I_ "_.-- 
CONTRACTING METHODOLOGY ---1__ 

'If the Navy is to assure that its contracting methodology 
promotes effective overhauls, we believe the methodology should 
addKC?SS, to the extent consistent with maximizing competition, 
the following key issues: 

--Developing expertise in the private sector by concentrat- 
ing classes of ships at fewer shipyards. 

--Sustaining workloads at shipyards to minimize work force 
turbulence. 

--Awarding overhaul contracts with sufficient leadtime to 
enable the contractor to obtain the required resources. 

--Providing the Navy visibility over costs to enable it to 
negotiate prices without being at a disadvantage. 

--Involving the contractor in the overhaul planning process 
to (1) draw on its expertise, (2) foster early agreement 
on the work, and (3) establish more of a partnership 
arrangement. 

1~/"Rc~vicw of Ship Overhaul Contracting Activities Administered by 
Industrial Managers, Bureau of Ships, Department of the Navy" 
(8-133170, June 8, 1959) and "Weaknesses in Award and Pricing 
cif Ship Overhaul Contracts, Department of the Navy" (B-133170, 
Mar. 19, .1970). 
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--Providing the contractor with an incentive for completing 
an effective overhaul. 

Comparing the elements of an effective overhaul contrkcting 
mc!thcXlology with the existing methodology used by the Navy re- 
vt.!l;lls that the current method has shortfalls. 

Private sector exr>ertise 

There are 193 U.S. commercial firms that hold master ship 
repair contracts which enable the firms to compete for shipwork. 
Of: these firms, 58 were performing maintenance work on Navy ships 
during April 1981 and 43 yards had completed overhauls on Navy 
ships during the past 2 years. 

Also, during the 3-year period ending 1980, private industry 
performed overhauls on 30 different classes of amphibious and 
auxiliary ships, destroyers, and frigates. Furthermore, in the 
future, the Navy anticipates having the private sector to overhaul 
more complex ships. 

Under formal advertising, a given shipyard may obtain con- 
tracts on various classes of ships. The first time a contractor 
overhauls a class of ship, it lacks experience and there may be 
a resulting loss of overhaul effectiveness. Later, the contrac- 
tor may be able to apply the expertise to the next ship to 
improve overhaul effectiveness, but if it is a different class 
of ship, the educational process must start over. The cost, 
again, may be loss of effectiveness. Although this learning 
factor should be revealed in the bids offered, this does not 
always occur in situations where a contractor submits an unrea- 
listically low bid in an attempt to win the contract. 

Because a contractor does well with one class of ship does 
not ensure similar success with another class of ship. For ex- 
ample, in 1980 a contractor which had an excellent record with 
tank landing ships was awarded the contract to overhaul a complex 
dock landing ship. The Navy terminated the contract early and 
had a public shipyard complete the overhaul because the contractor 
apparently could not effectively complete the overhaul. 

In our opinion, the effectiveness of overhauls can be enhanced 
by building contractor expertise through specialization on indi- 
viclual classes of ships. 

'Inconsistent workload .I. -.II. I"..----- __i_---- 

Under the traditional competitive bidding method, private 
sh iI>yards have little opportunity to anticipate, let alone achieve, 
a steady flow of work. Failure to win a contract could mean labor 
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cutbacks by an enterprise. Then, when a contract is obtained, 
lrl;t,or must be rehired and trained. Such workload Eluctuations 
can decrease a contractor's averhaul efficiency because of the 
IT10 L-c freclucnt ohut-down and startup costs. These costs must 
uItim;ltt?.ly be passed on to the customer--the Navy, in this'case. 

Accordincj to an industry representative, declines in the 
lf:vr?.1 of: ship repairs and construction have resulted in more 
(,lu;r1,ified Shipyards pUrSUi.nq fewer COn!"raCtS. This condition 
can intens.i.fy workload fluctuations for shipyards throughout the 
industry. 

The use of multiship awards may provide more consistent 
workloads to private shipyards and there is a potential for 
riavings from improved plant efficiency. 

Contract award leadtime 4 i lnhiblts overhaul effectiveness 

Overhaul contracting by the Navy has an inherent conflict 
between awarding the contract early enough to provide sufficient 
ti.mc for contractor preparation and awarding it as close to the 
overhaul start as possible to provide the most complete work 
package, Both the Navy and contractors prefer an early award. 

The Navy wants to improve crew morale and retention by award- 
ing the contracts early so that crews can arrange for their time 
ashore. The Navy would like to make the award 120 to 180 days 
before an overhaul. 

Contractors would like a long leadtime to marshal1 their re- 
sources for the overhaul. For example, a major contractor stated: 

Ir* * * the interval between contract award and arrival 
of a ship in the shipyard has a great impact on the 
quality achieved and the ultimate delivery date." 

* * k * * 

I@* * * While we would ideally have 180 days, the lead 
time actually provided (125 days) was adequate to 
permit the shipyard to acquire necessary technical 
documents, complete indepth pre-arrival planning and 
place purchase orders for a bulk of the required 
materia.1. When these activities can be accomplished 
i.n an orderly manner before the ship arrives, the 
overhaul commences very efficiently and the probability 
of success is far greater than when the lead time is 
:;qucczcd and there is simply not sufficient time 
to make adequate preparations before the ship arrives." 

On the other hand, an early award results in more uncer- 
tainty in the work package and this in turn contributes to con- 
tract cost growth to cover newly emerging requirements. 
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One method for dealing with this apparent conflict is a 
mu I t i. sh i ;'j awa rtl ( see p. 40) for a sequence of ships. Under such 
an award, overhauls following the initial overhaul could benefit 
from the relatively early award, while the work package could 
be finalized shortly before the ship enters the overhaul pro- 
Cf2SS. 

Insufficient visibility ---- 
over costs -~- 

A characteristic of a formally advertised firm fixed price 
contract for Navy ship overhauls is that the bidders are not 
required to provide cost data. Essentially, each contractor sub- 
mits a single total price to perform the total overhaul work 
package. Without knowledge of the costs of the individual work 
elements within the package, the Navy is at a disadvantage in ne- 
gotiating the prices for the hundreds of contract changes that can 
be generated during an overhaul. For example: 

--When a work element is removed from the contract, the 
Navy is uncertain as to how much the contract price should 
be reduced. It knows neither how much of the total price 
applies to the element nor what costs the contractor has 
incurred in preparing to do the work. 

--When a work element is partially changed, the Navy is 
uncertain as to what the new price should be because it 
does not know the price of the portion that was changed. 

Adverse relationships 
with contractors -......- 

While there is much to be gained from a cooperative atmos- 
phere between the Navy and contractors, formally advertised con- 
tracts may foster an adverse relationship. During the April 1981 
Committee on Armed Services hearings, a major ship overhaul con- 
tractor testified as follows: 

"I can assure you from first-hand experience that no 
day goes by in my shipyard or any other, without 
offering at least one contractural basis for delay. 

If shipyard management is inclined, for any reason, 
to take advantage of this situation, the Navy is 
and always will be ineffective in preventing it." 

* * * * * 

"The use of advertised bid on projects where initial 
price is of minor importance is short sighted. The 
loss of an urgently needed ship for 6 months while 
delayed in overhaul makes the up-front savings pale 
in significance." 
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The ship repair industry has become increasingly competitive 
due to declining workloads. Allegedly, some contractors bid in- 
ordinately low, sometimes below cost, to obtain an award knowing 
that they can recoup losses and make a profit from contract 
ehanclt:!;. IJnder such conditions, an atmosphere of distrust between 
the contracting parties surrounds the overhaul and must negatively 
aff-cct the overhaul's effectiveness. On the one hand, the contrac- 
tor can contend that the Navy is ineffective in providing accurate 
~~rrc3 complete work specifications in the bid package. On the other 
hark d , the Navy can contend that no work specification can be devel- 
oped ti-kat is beyond a smart contractor's ability to generate a con- 
tract change. 

Regarding the relationship between contractors and the Navy, 
another major contractor testified: 

"This (the relationship) is an area which requires the 
finesse and balance of a tight rope walker to be sure 
that all parties understand that it takes all * * * 
of them acting as a team to keep the overhaul pro- 
gressing to a smooth completion. Once the balance is 
broken and any of the players fails to carry his share 
of the burden then chaos often results." 

If the Navy would use contracting methods which foster more 
of a partnership arrangement with a contractor, it could improve 
overhaul effectiveness. For example, the Navy could draw from 
contractor expertise when identifying requirements and planning 
the work specifications package. And by doing so, an agreement 
could be reached earlier than usual on the scope and details of 
the overhaul, and this may preclude contract changes and delays 
during the overhaul. 

As another contractor testified: 

"There is no substitute for operating on a cooperative 
basis with the Navy. Adversarial relationships only 
contribute to and compound what is already a difficult 
and complex task." 

Navxcontracts lack incentives -.^-. 

Another characteristic of Navy contracts is the lack of an 
incentive for a contractor to perform an effective overhaul. 
There is virtually no reward for good performance and, except in 
extreme cases, little, if any, penalty exists for marginal or 
~)oow: f,)erforrnance. As a major contractor testified: 

"in today's overhaul contracting environment, shipyards 
which have reacted to overhaul problems by taking 
advantage of them rather than resolving them are 
treated with impunity at the time the next overhaul 
I,roposal is being solicited." 
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.1 n contr;lstt , MSC includes a damages clause in its contracts 
wtlc?rc:ill tIlcr contractor must pay for delays, and commercial carri- 
c:rs c<in take their business elsewhere if they get poor work from 
a 5; h i. 1.1 y a r d I) A question to ponder is: When shipyards are working 
on both Navy and non-Navy ships, who would get priority on,the 
USC? of limited resources? 

According to Navy officials, using monetary damages or re- 
wrirdds under the ongoing contracting method for overhauls is dif- 
ficult: and would probably be ineffective because: 

--Losses in readiness due to delays are difficult to quantify 
in terms of dollars. 

--Perceived Navy culpability in contributing to delays would 
significantly limit the Navy's ability to measure penalties 
or rewards. 

Non-Navy shippers, on the other hand, lose revenue when ships are 
out of service; therefore, they can estimate dollar losses from 
overhaul delays. 

NAVY USE OF OTHER 
'CONTRACTING TECHNIQUES --- 

The Navy recognizes that it needs to improve on the tradi- 
tional contracting method, and it has implemented negotiated 
procurements using requests for proposals, an alternative to 
formal advertising. Additionally, the Navy has experimented with 
numerous other methods. 

Rct%uests for proposal """"""#..l""." -- - 
The request for the proposal method requires a contractor to 

submit a proposal for evaluation. This proposal explains how the 
contractor plans to technically and administratively manage the 
contract and contains a price offer. After the Navy reviews pro- 
posals ilnd, if necessary, discusses any ambiguities with the con- 
tractors, awards are made on the basis of a combination of price 
and other factors. 

The Navy believes the request Eor proposal method will en- 
s-1 I-1 1 e it to more effectively eliminate (1) marginal shipyards from 
s;t?lection and (2) shipyards with unacceptable proposals from fur- 
t:Il+.;r consideration, thereby improving the chances for an effective 
'lvf: rr11ilUl l There is, however, some resistance from the ship repair 
ir~(iustry over use of this method. According to an industry repre- 
::(!nI:;lti.ve, some shipyards are unhappy about the administrative 
1,ur(lt"n of preparing proposals. Furthermore, to be in contention 
t:or contracts, the marginal shipyards may hire professionals to 
writ..<.! the proposals. When this occurs, the proposal method may 
t-t:r;ult in a significant amount of effort being expended with ques- 
tionable payoff. The Navy, however, believes that even with pro- 
fessionally written proposals, the proposals will still reveal 
when shipyards can not effectively perform overhauls. 
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A WI/I I t i :!ll~i,p a,ward grouped several ships of the same class ,, ,,,1 .“, 1,,1, “,1”~ “,l,,_,,.e_l:“m”B.m I g I 1 I4: ~r.i~,/4’1~lji~~~.l1;_‘~1 under one contract. This was intended to 
111 Y 1’1 II~u:~\ irn tter overhauls at a lower cost by reducing 
‘1, I i h iI I i i I 1 ‘:I 2. imc r design and planning costs, material 
‘Ii-~ III i !I i t:. i CJ II c: (3 s t s ” and the extent of Navy supervision. 

,/'I,, 4.~~~r~~.(l;~y award interval was instituted to remedy problems 
irI I, ,u I “l”l”. “-“-“- 1 ,I 1 Iow.~ng ship crews enough advance warning to make 
4 1 I #lllij~‘Illf!tltS for their families, and give contractors ade- 
ijttrit I’ 2. i m(’ to plan overhauls and procure needed materials. 

& 111 i E~br;~rone incentive clause was used, whereby the con- I E 1.‘1ll”l (‘;I: Il,i l_“.ll .---- 
was gl.ven a bonus for meeting milestones. 

A 1~ I #nnr’t i rrcl with incentive technique was used, which pro- .“I lll.lll .II--- v iclriti ~f~rr! contractor with a bonus for meeting milestones 
811 I I4 1 (,I 1:;~) .invol.ved the contractor with the planning phase. 

I “-‘A ~~+~~‘~~(rrmanc:e incentive was used, wherein the contractor 
I H a~*;‘-! v(‘~~~~~~&‘??%%%s during the overhaul for the quality of 
WI ) X~ I’: t~l:~~l schedule adherence. 

I ‘“A ~~I~~r~rui.np contract was used, wherein the contractor did _“*.._“_n--l. 
1., I~rb ‘j:; l~“Cin!ii.ng for the overhaul, as well as the actual 
4 >‘df’* l.‘l~iI 1.1 I * 

.““A IUI~:B~ i /II i crc1 l,>,lanning approach was used, wherein the Navy 
1'1 f:rG iid<,Cl 

^_l""* -.-- L"...m.p"."e< 
th('3 lnltlal work package to the contractor for 

(:“.EY*I (~vI, io11 and updating prior to the start of the over- 
ll<1111 II I 

iI rlrlid ir G :;Iii pw *ased maintenance contract (see app. I). . ._-_ _ _~__I_ 



One way to meet this problem is the use of alternative bids, 
wherein there is a basic bid plus incremental amounts for addi- 
tive anticipated work. For example, boilers contain a multitude 
c>f tut>cP; which are subject to periodic replacement. A bid could 
be for a price to replace a minimum estimated requirement, plus 
the price to replace each tube or increments of tubes, beyond 
the basic amount. The advantage of such a technique is that it 
could place more of the total overhaul under the umbrella of 
competition. 

Multiship awards 

Multiship contract awards of common classes of ships 
sequentially into the same shipyard would enable a shipyard to 

--accumulate and perpetuate expertise and 

--plan workloads and efficiently marshal1 resource's for the 
overhauls. 

In fact the Navy has experimented with this approach. If 
follow-on ships would be at the option of the Navy, based on pre- 
vious work, the shipyard would have more of an incentive to pro- 
vide an effective overhaul. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Navy's use of formal advertising inhibits the effective- 
ness of ship overhauls. The Navy has conducted numerous tests of 
contracting alternatives and appears to be moving in the right 
direction toward improving its methods. 

Formal advertising for ship overhaul contracts has been cri- 
ticized repeatedly because the Navy has not been able to suffi- 
ciently define the work to be done, a prerequisite for formally 
advertised procurements. A key issue is whether the Navy should 
discontinue formal advertising in favor of negotiation, or whe- 
ther it can sufficiently provide accurate and complete work 
l>ackages to effectively achieve the more favorable pricing of 
competitive bidding. 

We believe that the opportunity exists for the Navy to maxi- 
mize the benefits of ship overhauls. This requires, however, 
ttlnt the Navy intensify its planning and management of contract 
ship overhauls, 
this report. 

especially by implementing the recommendation in 
The Navy may further enhance its contracting by con- 

tinuing to implement contracting techniques which will promote 
contr~~ctor involvement and incentives, and Navy price visibility. 

We believe that the Navy's use of request for proposals is 
i.i move in the right direction, By further implementing such 
[:ctchniques as alternative bids and multiship awards, the Navy 
can come closer to achieving effective contract ship overhauls. 
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AGENCY COMMENTS 

The Navy concurred in general with the philosophy and the 
points raised in this chapter. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE PHASED 

MAINTENANCE PROGRAM 

APPENDIX r. 

The Navy has started using phased maintenance with its auxil- 
iary combat stores ships. Phased maintenance is a ship overhaul 
practice that is considerably different from the Navy's normal 
method of overhauling ships. Although phased maintenance is new 
to the Navy, it has long been an accepted method of overhauling 
commercial vessels. 

The phased maintenance program applies a number of concepts 
to ship overhauls that include shorter, more frequent repair inter- 
vals, as well as initiatives in material management, work package 
development, and contracting. The Navy has a system in place to 
evaluate the overall success of the phased maintenance concept, 
as well as the individual components. 

PROGRAM CONGRESSIONALLY 
DIRECTED 

The House Committee on Appropriations directed the Navy in 
1979 to conduct a long-term test program using Navy ships in a 
commerical equivalent, prudent risk maintenance program. The Com- 
mittee made this decision on the basis of our report which stated 
that Navy maintenance costs for like-sized amphibious and auxil- 
iary ships greatly exceeded the maintenance costs of equally 
sized commercial tankers and cargo ships. 

The Navy's response to the Committee's directive came on July 
6, 1979, when the Navy approved a phased maintenance plan that emu- 
lated the Merchant Marine port engineer concept. 

ELEMENTS OF 
PHASED MAINTENANCE 

The three main elements of the phased maintenance program are 
the 

--phased maintenance cycle, 

--work package development, and 

--use of a port engineer. 

There arc also three other facets of the program which are signi- 
fticant. These include 

--an innovative contracting method, 

--materials management initiatives, and 

--proyram evaluations. 
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I I”1 (‘0 n t, r ;I 8 t: f phasc-?rl maintenance envisions operating patterns 
(,:I f A mr~nths dc~p,loyc~d ~~ncl 9 mtsnths in the continental United States 
( 6,/O 1 wi th ~‘1. .1 shipyard maintenance performed during the g-month 
~~)~:ri.wl of an ~)p~:‘rati.nq cyc:.l,e, One complete cycle will span 5 years 
<incl i.n(tluclc? f’our phasctl maintenance availabilities of 2 to 3 months 
(11lt~;rt. ion, pl.us one d rydocki ng e 

Work packacjc <lcvclo~ment 1.1” f “““11”1 _ *lll*-_-l”l I”ll_““#““m...-.““I -.....-m,.,,m.- .--l*--“_f-, 
Work packarjc: ~Icvc!l,opment challenges the practice of automati- 

CI;I I1 y ~rr:~faut~rorr12:iny certain repair work without considering the 
;~~:t:~.r;~.l matc:ric71 condi.t,i.tnn of a ship. The phased maintenance pro- 
qr-?%n1 ;lpproach reflcctF; tha practi.ces of commercial carriers and 
MSC: 1)~ ~)Jac.i.ng mu~:h ~~reater emphasis on material condition during 
wrrrk ;iuIzh(.)ri zation. Thc’;i work package development element is 
~:lr:lrr:~~:t:~?r’i zc!rl hy two J:~atures: (1) a revised and improved class 
171~l.j ~~I:~rni~ncf~ plan and (2) the application of high-quality, practical. 
f i 1’1 c j i n C: f J r- i II CJ j ud y me n t: t o t 11 t-2 

ov~“?riknul ” 
early planning of the phased main- 

Z ~!~III~IL:~ (Since the engineering judgment relates to the 
J:‘or:‘t’, c?rlq i.nt!t% concc!~~t) as discussed in chapter 3, it is not dis- 
1 : 1 I 5; s r : I 1 i n t: h i s s c: c t i 0 n + ) 
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APPENDIX I 

i:ontractor incentives and contained selection clciteria so struc- 
turri(1 that more competent shipyards could favorably compete. 

The significant features of the new contract vehicle for the 
phased maintenance program include: (1) contracting for a set 
of ship availabilities, rather than for one at a time, (2) using 
a cost-type contract, (3) using an award fee and options for con- 
tract renewal as incentives to the contractor, and (4) assigning 
the overhaul planning and management tasks and responsibilities 
to a private shipyard to enstIre timely accomplishment. The new 
contracting approach is designed to overcome problems experienced 
with the traditional invitation-for-bid process, and to capitalize 
on the advantage provided by repetitive availabilities. 

The Navy decided to try a new contracting vehicle because 
private sector overhauls had experienced delays, quality diffi- 
culties, and legal, financial, and administrative problems. The 
Navy is convinced that these problems arose from existing ship 
repair contracting procedures. According to the Navy, the condi- 
tions conducive to fixed price contracts seldom exist in its 
overhaul situation. Regulations state that the firm fixed price 
contract is suitable for use in procurement when reasonable, defi- 
nite design or performance specifications are available and 
whenever fair and reasonable prices can be established at the 
outset. Yet experience has shown that, in many cases, the full 
extent of overhaul work cannot be determined in advance of pricing 
the effort, as definite design or performance specifications fre- 
quently are not available. Under these conditions, fair and 
reasonable prices are difficult, if not impossible, to establish 
in advance. Consequently, use of a fixed price contract frequently 
leads competitors to underestimate price to win the awards, and 
qualitative legal and administrative difficulties arise when the 
true extent of the work finally becomes known. 

Material management 

Material management under the phased maintenance program 
follows customary Navy procedures, and it is being carried out by 
traditional organizations. However, because of abbreviated 
availability periods and emphasis on actual equipment condition 
as the main determinant of work packages, the program has adopted 
a prcpositioning initiative with unique characteristics for the 
management of material. 

This material consists of items selected and prepositioned 
to ensure that specific high-cost repair jobs can be authorized 
nrrtf ]"'.?rformed on short notice, if and when material condition 
WC1 r ri.1 rl t s . Secondary items needed for repairs will be positioned 
< t t: t h C! sh i.I)yard , 
'Wil r."c!hou.sc c;. 

while primary equipment will be kept in Navy 
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APPENDIX I APPEIJDLX I 

Propam evaluation """1 I- -I------_-- 

The phased maintenance program evaluation plan is to provic1e 
l d basis for future decisions to stop, alter, or expand the program 
or som~~ crf its elements. The phased maintenance program is 
designed to meet a number of goals. It is both a solution to a 
flcot scheduling problem and a test program for improved mainten- 
ance Ijractices. In addition, the program involves changes to al- 
most every aspect af the scheduling, planning, and execution of 
(!rzpot maintenance for auxiliary combat stores ships. 

In such a complex setting, the Navy believed it was not enough 
to simply evaluate the program's overall success. It believed there 
should be a hierarchy of evaluation at the overall program level 
and at the level of major program elements. The program evalua- 
tion plan reflects this hierarchy of evaluation. The plan con- 
t. a i n 5 detailed methods and procedures for (1) measuring pre-and 
post-AFS program costs and performance, (2) conducting periodic 
evaluation, (3) identifying causes of differences attributed to 
the program, and (4) publishing periodic evaluation reports. 

THE CURRENT PROGRAM a".. I__-"- ._-_-- - 
STATUS 

The first ship overhauled under the program was the U.S.S. 
San Diego, -mm"- ,__---- and its overhaul was finished 1 week early. The 
second ship, the U.S.S. Concord, began its overhaul on schedule in 
July 1981. The work definition conference on the third auxiliary 
combat stores shipl the U.S.S. Sylvania, was completed in June 1981 
aboard the ship in the Mediterranean Sea. The Sylvania will be 
the first overhaul where both the work and the work package devel- 
opment will be performed by a contractor. After the Sylvania, 
the overhaul packages will be totally provided by a contractor. 
The first major program evaluation is scheduled to take place in 
March 1982. 

Ji;uture programsans ._ -..-" --- -- 

During October 1980, the Chief of Naval Operations asked 
the Chief of Naval Material to investigate the feasibility of 
extending the Atlantic Fleet's phased maintenance program as 
rapidly as possible l The Chief of Naval Operations also wanted 
priority to be given to the Pacific Fleet's ship oiler class 
ship. As a result, a program to implement phased maintenance on 
thr? Pacific Fleet's ships is underway. The Pacific Fleet be- 
lieves that the plan will result in increased operating time for 
the auxiliary combat stores ships. 

Initial planning for the Pacific's auxiliary combat stores 
s h i. p s was similar in concept to the Atlantic Fleet's planning, 
but, differed as to specifics: 
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Atlantic Fleet 

Operating cycle in months 
(deployment/stateside) 

Available contractor labor 
days per month per ship 

Ship availabilities during 
5-year cycle 

6/g 

5,000 

l-4 months 
2-3 months 

APPENDIX I 

Pacific Fleet -me 

6/12, 

7,500 

l-4 months 
2-3 months 

On June 3, 1981, the Chief of Naval Operations approved the 
Naval Sea Systems Command's request to add oilers to the phased 
maintenance program. The Atlantic Fleet has also been authorized 
to add two more port engineers to the program, in addition to 
the two it already has. The Pacific TYCOM has not yet hired any 
port engineers nor has it planned any auxiliary combat stores ships 
or oiler phased maintenance overhauls. 

SUMMARY 

The phased maintenance concept currently being tested by the 
Navy is planned to: 

--Increase the amount of time ships are available for fleet 
operations by reducing the overall time that the ships 
are "down " for maintenance. 

--Reduce the size of the work packages by having shorter, 
more frequent overhauls. 

--Reduce the overall cost of ship overhauls by limiting the 
staff-days of effort expended on the overhauls. 

Although this program is still in its infancy, the Navy believes 
the concept will prove highly beneficial to the ship overhaul pro- 
CC2SS. 
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Organization 

Chief of Naval 
Operations 

--3udgets for overhauls, --Provides overhaul funds 
to major cummands 

--Establishes overhaul 
schedules. 

--Approves changes to over- 
haul schedules and fleet 
modernization program 

--Approves fleet moderni- 
zation program. 

4 
m 

--Provides overhaul planning 
funds to major commands. 

Comnanders in Chief, --Budgets for repairs and --Provides overhaul funds 
Atlantic and Pacific Fleets alterations, 

--Determines ship deployment 
schedules. 

--Provides planning funds, 

Commanders, Naval Surface --Responsible for material 
Forces, Atlantic and readiness of assigned 
Pacific Fleets, ships. 
TYCOPI 

--Budgets for repairs 
and alterationsd 

--Approves funds for 
planning, 

--Approves use of funds for 
overhaul contracts, cost 
growth, and new work 

--May suggest funding cilanges G 
to fleet z 

2 ti 
X 



Organization Overhaul planning Overhaul accomplishment 

Commanders, Naval Surface --Tasks others to identify --Monitors overhaul 
Forces, Atlantic and repair work. progress. 
Pacific Fleets, 
TY COM --Determines types of --Approves selected 

activities to modifications. 
accomplish repairs. 

NAVSEA 

--Authorizes and funds 
selected alterations. 

--Approves work package. 

--Responsible for overhauls --Funds accomplishment of 
in the private sector-- alterations under Fleet 
tasked to subordinate Modernization Program. 
commands. 

--Provides material support. --Approves technical 
changes to alterations. 

--Implements Fleet Moder- 
nization Program. 

x 
H 
n 

--Provides funding and 
guidance to planning 
shipyard. 



,?r<anization 

Planning shipyard 

PERA 

Planning SUPSHIP 

--Prepares basic alteration 
class drawings for first- 
time Fleet Modernization 
Program alterations. 

--Maintains configuration 
control for specifically 
assigned ships. 

--Plans, tasks, and coor- 
dinates preoverhaul 
ship inspections. 

--Recommends repairs for 
inclusion in overhaul. 

--Prepares preliminary and 
final work packages. 

--Prepares milestones and 
monitors progress of 
other organizations. 

--Prepares preliminary cost 
estimates. 

--Prepares some basic alter- 
ation class drawings. 

--Prepares supplementary 
alteration drawings. 

--Prepares work package 
bid specifications. 

--Prepares post overhaul 
analysis report. 



urbanization Overhaul planninq 

Administrative SUPSHIP 

Ship 

Other specialist 
0rJanizations 

Overhaul accomplishment 

--Solicits bids and awards 
contracts. A./ 

--%onitors work in progress 

--Performs quality assurance 
functions. 

--Notifies NAVSEA or TYCOW 
when additional work andfor 
funds are required, 

--Negotiates contract change 
order prices, 

--Prepares Departure Reports, 

--Identifies some repair 
items, 

--Performs work assigned by 
TYCOM. 

--Reviews preliminary work --Assists SUPSHIP in quality 
package, assurance functions, 

--Participate in ship --May monitor or perform work 
inspections: within their area of 

expertise. 
--Recommend/plan work within 

their area of expertise, 

A/ This function may be accomplished by the procuring activity of another SUPSHIP.' 
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